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Autumn is awesome! Leaves change color. Animals fly south or get ready to hibernate. People

harvest crops and dress up as scary creatures for Halloween. And then there are pickup football

games to play, Thanksgiving foods to eat, leaf piles to jump inâ€•all the amazing things that happen

as the air turns crisp and cool. With colorful photographs, lively explanations, and classic craft ideas,

Bruce Goldstone has created a festive and fascinating exploration of autumn's awesomeness.
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I prefer children's books that have the potential of being obsessed over. Otherwise, why pay to own

it instead of just checking it out for a week or two? Children's books can be objects of obsession for

their extensive factoids (be an expert!) for their aesthetics (stare for hours) or for their approachable

content/narrative/characters. And although this book doesn't exactly have characters? It is

obsess-ready on all fronts. Love it.

I bought this book to read to my grandchildren this coming fall and am very happy that I did. I was

so pleased with the colorful pages, the wide ranging facts and fun project ideas that I couldn't wait

until Autumn to share this. Both the girl, 6, and the boy, 4 love this book and I love the interesting

conversations it has inspired. The only problem I'm having now is finding leaves for the leaf

rubbings or pumpkin seeds to roast. Something to look forward to! I'm eager to see what Mr.

Goldstone will do with Winter, Spring and Summer.



The fall season brings on lots of changes. This book covers them all from holidays, weather,

clothing, animals, food, and plants it's all here! Full color photos cover each page making the book

more interesting! It also included great art activites to try out. Perfect for the classroom!

I bought this book as a suggestion for an autumn themed yoga class. The front looks fun and simple

and the yoga connections I had read in suggestion seemed easy to connect. But when I opened the

book in person I found it was much more complex and didn't really seem to go in any direction. It

was just a jumble of anything that might happen in autumn. The pictures are colorful and vibrant and

I'm sure it would be a nice book to look at on occasion but as far as reading straight through it, no

good.

Great nonfiction book that has outstanding pictures that depict all aspects of Autumn. I used the

book as a springboard to an Autumn writing assignment. Students related to real life illustrations.

Love, love, love this book! My students love it too! Just wish there was one for every season!

Cute book that I bought for my granddaughter, Autumn. Nice colors, quality book.

My granddaughter loves nature and Fall! She loves to this book!
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